With the goal of facilitating team collaboration, we propose a new approach to building vector representations of individual developers by capturing their individual contribution style, or coding style. Such representations can nd use in the next generation of so ware development team collaboration tools, for example by enabling the tools to track knowledge transfer in teams.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) has lately been having more impact in soware engineering by improving over state of the art in problems such as code summarization [6, 18] and program synthesis [16] . Many of the methods that apply ML techniques to code are aimed at enhancing so ware development tools by o ering engineers assistance in routine tasks. Examples of such enhancements include code completion engines, static analysis, and automated code review systems [21] . Most of these methods are designed to assist in a task that is relevant within a short time scope, such as to insert the right code snippet or to x problems in a single changeset. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Conference'17, Washington, DC, USA © 2016 ACM. 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn While this assistance to developers promises a signi cant improvement in the daily experience with developer tools, it does not cover the complete scope of potential tooling support for engineering teams, particularly when in relation to socio-technical aspects. Indeed, developers report that their use of developer tools is not only related to technical artifacts, but is also a vital part of interpersonal communication in teams (e.g., as it is in the case of code review tools [12] ).
Social aspects in teams are manifested in technical artifacts and records of these processes can be extracted with so ware repository mining techniques [24] . Still, modern so ware team collaboration tools make li le to no use of the data available in so ware repositories to assist with social aspects of the engineering process. To enable tools to assist with interpersonal processes at the scale of a so ware team, one rst needs reliable and transparent models of these processes as well as methods to retrieve corresponding data from so ware repositories. As a step in this direction, in this work, we propose a new approach to building representations of developers' individual coding ngerprints -or their coding style. Such representations can nd use in the next generation of team collaboration tools, which could, for example, track the process of knowledge transfer in teams and provide assistance. Other potential applications include searching for similar developers and pro ling of individual coding habits for tasks related to the management of human resources.
Existing work on code stylometry typically relies on explicitly de ned features to represent code style [14] . We take a di erent direction: Instead of using explicit measures of code style, we implicitly extract the distinguishing features of individual developers by training a model to recognize authorship of a batch of code changes and processing the model's internal representations. e input of the model consists of changes made by a developer to individual methods, and its output is a label for the predicted author. To maximize transparency of the model, we use an a ention mechanism -a technique widely used in neural machine translation [13] , which allows us to point out particular code constructs that are more important for authorship a ribution. A er training the model to recognize the author of code changes, we extract representations of contributions of individual developers from it. We do so by combining the vector representations of individual method changes made by a developer over a time period, using the weights for vectors of individual method changes that are learned by the a ention mechanism.
Finally, we assess the capability of representations of re ecting a practical social aspect, namely, learning within teams. For this, we produce multiple snapshots of individual representations of developers in a large open source project maintained by an enterprise, with each snapshot corresponding to a speci c time period. anks to a localized development team, we were able to also collect reports of mutual learning from the developers of this project. Finally, we look for a connection between reported learning and relative distances between developer representations. While we nd no connection between reported learning and relative movement of developers' representations between consecutive time buckets, we see that reported learning is associated with lower distance between representations of two developers. e primary contribution of this work is a novel method to extract representations of the contribution style of individual developers. e method is designed to be suitable for use with raw data from so ware repositories and to not require any additional labeling or explicit feature engineering. Another contribution is an empirical assessment of how the retrieved representations match learning as perceived by so ware developers.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 2.1 e need for developer representations
In the following, we reason about the importance of representations of individual developers' style, focusing on another class of tools (i.e., IDEs) as an example of a class of advanced tools successfully making use of a comprehensive model of the main medium they are designed to manipulate: code. Despite the important role of team collaboration tools in soware engineering, existing approaches aimed at improving so ware engineering tools with data have been mostly targeting coding environments and IDEs. Modern industry-grade IDEs, such as IntelliJ IDEA [4] and Eclipse [2] , provide rich toolkits for code manipulation and maintenance. e IDEs feature automated code refactoring, code inspections pointing at potential issues, are able to provide high-level overview of large codebases, and enable deep integration of external tools, e.g. debuggers, with the code editor. Capability of IDEs to provide such rich code manipulation features is based on comprehensive internal models of so ware projects. In particular, IntelliJ relies on PSI [5] that represents a rich internal code model. Language-speci c features in Eclipse IDEs are based on language support packages like JDT [3] and CDT [1] that as well manipulate with comprehensive language-speci c program structure data. Outside the industrial IDE realm, academic methods aimed at coding manipulation and improvement also operate with code models and in some cases partially rely on language support initially designed for use in IDEs [17] .
Modern team collaboration tools, such as code review tools, repository hosting engines, and bug tracking systems, are vital mediums for collaborative so ware engineering. In fact, these tools do not simply provide an environment to perform short-term tasks, like reviewing changes or communicating an issue, but also play a crucial role in supporting knowledge transfer in teams [12] and serve as a knowledge base [23] .
In contrast to comprehensive code manipulation and problem detection features in IDEs, most team collaboration tools, despite their vital role in team-wide processes, do not maintain a comparably complex and detailed model of teams' communication structure, nor do these tools routinely analyze records of prior communication in teams. While there are exceptions to this rule, such as datadriven techniques like reviewer or assignee recommendation systems [10, 19, 22] and repository analytics features that are present in some collaboration tools, these tools are yet to evolve to feature and utilize a more comprehensive model of team communication and to assist in maintenance and improvement of communication at a larger time scale.
Enabling assistive features in team collaboration tools requires enabling tools to model social processes internally. While existing research suggests that social processes are to an extent re ected in technical artifacts [15] and can be extracted with data mining techniques [24] , it is important to focus on extracting representations of individual properties of contributors from records of their collaborative work.
is work is dedicated to extracting representations of individual properties of engineer's coding that distinguish their contributions from their peers'.
is could provide the tools with a sense of proximity of individual properties of their users' work, which could be use to detect learning in teams or provide onboarding assistance. We require that extraction of representations should not rely on any explicitly de ned set of features, as opposed to existing code stylometry approaches. Using a neural code change embedding technique, we avoid feature engineering and utilize the ability of the model to capture optimal distinguishing features implicitly.
Existing work
Despite a solid track record of academic e orts and lack of widespread usage in modern team collaboration tools, we believe individual developer representations to be a promising ground for the evolution of collaboration tools. e idea of building representations of individual developers' style has been around in the research community for several decades. e need for such representations is mostly motivated by the demand for code authorship a ribution, which is deemed important for a variety of real-world applications, such as malware detection [14] and plagiarism elimination [20] .
Some recent work is closely related to ours. Azcona et al. [11] propose building vector representations for individual computer science students, based on source code of their assignment submissions. As opposed to our work, they do not use any information on structure of code. Alsulami et al. [9] use a deep learning model to a ribute authorship of source code, based on traversal sequences of the AST. Authorship a ribution, however, is the sole task of their approach. Moreover, the model they propose works on code snippets and not code modi cations, thus making it very hard to apply to data from so ware repositories.
METHOD
In contrast to explicitly de ned feature sets for developers' coding style, commonly used in existing literature, we de ne individual coding style in the scope of a single repository as vaguely as anything that distinguishes a developer's contribution to the codebase from their peers' contributions and focus our method on capturing this. We propose a two-step method for building the embeddingsessentially, vector representations -of individual code style. e overarching idea of our approach is to rst learn to vectorize individual method changes in a way that best represents individual contribution style of each developer, then combine representations of multiple changes made by a single developer into this developer's individual contribution ngerprint.
In the rst step, we extract individual changes in Java methods from the project's VCS history and randomly group them into batches of changes authored by the same person. en we train a neural network to vectorize individual changes and their batches so to distinguish between contributions as e ciently as possible.
At this step, the machine learning model essentially learns a function that maps a code change to a vector. e primary requirement for this function, that de nes the learning process, is to represent method changes in a way that groups multiple changes made by one person close to each other and far from changes made by other developers. In addition, we use an a ention mechanism by training the model on batches on multiple code changes instead of single changes. anks to a ention, the model is also capable of assigning a weight to each method change, de ning its "importance" for a ributing authorship of each change batch. e inner workings of the authorship a ribution model are explained in more detail in Section 3.1.
In the second step, we combine representations of changes made by every individual developer into a representation for that developer. In this step, we use the trained model for authorship a ribution to produce vectors for individual code changes made by the developer, and calculate the representation of a person as a weighed sum of the changes they have made, using a ention values from the model as weights.
In the rest of this section we provide a more detailed technical overview of the extraction pipeline. In the rst part, we discuss the inner workings of the authorship a ribution model. In the second part, we describe extraction of representations of individual developers from the trained model for authorship recognition.
Vectorizing code changes to represent authorship
e rst step in building the representations of code style is to train a model to distinguish among the contributions of individual developers. During training for authorship a ribution, the model implicitly learns to extract information that distinguishes method changes made by each developer from those made by their teammates.
We operate with method changes, rather than static snapshots of code snippets, to use authorship labels from version control: a method change can always be a ributed to a single person who performs the change, and this data is already present in the version control system. Moreover, we use batches of randomly selected method changes as a unit of input for authorship a ribution. is allows us to use the whole history of a project for training. For each developer, we shu e their history of changes and split it into batches. A batch consists of 16 methods authored by the same developer, sampled uniformly randomly from their development history. We chose this number empirically as a good balance point between having too small batches and too li le data points per developer. While making the authorship a ribution task easier by le ing the model focus on more important pieces of input, the use of batches and a ention forces the model to estimate importance of speci c changes before making a prediction. We further use these a ention values when constructing individual style vectors for developers, so to let the code changes that are more representative of a developer contribute more to their ngerprint. Our authorship recognition model is a neural network. Figure 2 presents an overview of the model. Its architecture is based on code2vec [8] -a state-of-the-art code embedding model. Similarly to code2vec, it uses path-based representations [7] of versions of each method before and a er a change.
3.1.1 Path-based representations. Path-based representations are explained in detail in the original work by Alon et al. [7] . We explain the essential concepts below. Abstract Syntax Tree. An abstract syntax tree (AST) is a representation of program's code in the form of a tree. Nodes of the tree correspond to di erent code constructs (e.g., math operations and variable declarations). Children of a node correspond to smaller constructs that comprise the corresponding code. Di erent constructs are represented with di erent node types. An AST omits parentheses, tabs, and other forma ing details. Figure 3 shows an example of a code fragment and the corresponding AST. AST path. A path is a sequence of connected nodes in an AST. Start and end nodes of a path may be arbitrary, but we only use paths between two leaves in the AST to conform with code2vec [8] . Following Alon et al. [7] , we denote an AST path by a sequence of node types and directions (up or down) between consequent nodes. In Figure 3b , an example of a path between the leaves of an AST is shown with red arrows. In terms of node types and directions, this path is denoted as follows:
Path-context. e path-based representation operates with pathcontexts, which are triples consisting of (1) a path between two nodes and the tokens corresponding to (2) start and (3) end nodes. From the human perspective, a path-context represents two tokens in code and a structural connection between them. is allows a path-context to capture information about the structure of the code. Figure 3b highlights the following path-context:
is path-context represents a declaration of a function named square with a single argument named x. e path in this pathcontext encodes the following information: It contains nodes Function Declaration as well as Single Variable Declaration. Tokens are linked to Simple Name AST nodes.
3.1.2 Mechanics of the authorship recognition model. e rst step in the authorship recognition task is to convert a set of individual method changes into a vector form. For each changed method, we parse both the old method version and the new one to retrieve their ASTs. We extract path-contexts from both versions of the AST. We impose limitations on maximum length and width of the paths, to only include path-contexts representing local relations in code. To distill the concrete e ect of each code change, we only use the di erence in sets of path-contexts representing the old and the new versions of each method: we only include the path-contexts that were introduced or removed in the new version of the method a er the change. We convert path-contexts representing the di erence into a numerical form that can be passed to the neural network. First this, we apply vocabulary-based encoding to paths and tokens.
Vocabulary-based encoding consists in representing every path or token with a unique integer number. A er that we learn the embeddings for tokens and paths. Essentially, at this step the model learns to convert them into a vector form in an optimal way that is most meaningful for the ultimate objective of a ributing authorship of method change representations that they comprise. Initially represented by a random matrix, stacked embeddings of paths or tokens eventually converge to optimal values during training.
Further down the pipeline, the model concatenates the embedding vector for a path with embeddings of its start and end tokens to build a path-context vector.
is vector is a combined representation of the path and its end tokens. We transform the pathcontext vectors with a fully connected layer and aggregate them into method change vectors, using weights from an a ention layer. e a ention mechanism essentially a ributes a "relevance" weight to each path-context in the batch corresponding to the code change. Path-contexts with higher a ention values are more important for distinguishing between developers, i.e., capture more individual information. By highlighting the relevant path-contexts, the a ention mechanism improves the accuracy of the model and improves its interpretability: it is possible to pinpoint the concrete path-contexts in the input.
As depicted in the bo om part of Figure 2 , we use another attention mechanism to combine a batch of method change vectors, each corresponding to a change made to a single method, into a change batch vector. Combining changes in batches, rather than using a single change for every prediction, allows to a ribute an a ention weight, representing its importance for authorship a ribution, to each individual method change. e size of this vector is a hyperparameter of the model, but we choose it to be much less than the number of possible developer labels to ensure that representations of developers are dense. e next fully connected layer with so max activation solves the classi cation problem by learning to a ribute a change batch vector to a concrete developer.
From authorship recognition to developer embeddings
e classi er in the authorship recognition model is learning to a ribute a change batch vector (which is a weighted sum of change method vectors for methods in the batch) to an individual developer. Essentially, the whole model is learning to map batches of individual method changes into a vector space so that the sets of contributions of individual developers can be separated as well as possible. High accuracy in the authorship recognition task suggests that the learned model separates the space of method change vectors into areas that correspond to individual developers, thus capturing individual characteristics of a sample of a developer's contributions.
e pivotal idea of our approach is to extract a representation of a developer from the trained model. In addition, the a ention mechanism learns to evaluate importance of representations of single method changes in the combined method batch vector. To extract a representation of contributions of a single developer over a period of time, we consider all of changes made by that developer during the period. We feed the representations of individual changes into the model and retrieve a vector representing each method change as well as the corresponding a ention value. Finally, we combine these vectors and weights into a representation of a developer as a weighted sum.
is representation is used in further analysis: we calculate the representations for multiple time buckets, and retrieve multiple representation vectors for various team members, each corresponding to a certain time period. Finally, we explore whether positions and relative movement of representations are connected to learning from peers, as reported by developers. 
reats to validity
e curse of context. e authorship recognition model distinguishes contributors based on both the structure of code (which is represented by sequences of node types from AST paths) and the context of their changes (which is represented by the tokens). Tokens include variable names and names of declared and invoked methods. ese names may be highly speci c for a concrete narrow area of code. It is reasonable to think that in projects with practices of individual code ownership this context information alone can be enough to recognize the author of a method change. Given our ultimate goal of capturing individual characteristics of developers, including the context information in the model is not always desirable. While we perform a separate evaluation on data with excluded tokens, there is a chance that context information may as well be re ected in characteristic unique code pa erns that are captured in sequences of AST node types.Performance. We must note that resource consumption of our approach is very high, mostly due to the need to repeat training multiple times to reduce noise in the data. While not a crucial property for a proof-of-concept tool, reasonable performance of an approach is a requirement for practical applicability of an approach to this task. Producing a slow pipeline for a far-fetched, yet practical, goal impacts strength of the motivation.
EVALUATION SETUP
One critical design choice for our approach to building individual developer representations, or embeddings, is to take a step away of explicitly de ned code style. In essence, as we use the authorship attribution task for building the representations, we implicitly de ne code style as "anything that distinguishes between individuals' code". While avoiding explicit de nition of code style gives potential to include characteristics of the style that are otherwise le out, this makes the evaluation of embeddings' quality challenging, as there is no ground truth to compare against.
To get a realistic estimate of quality of code style embeddings, we decided to evaluate them in the context of a possible application. As discussed in Section 2.1, one promising application of code style representations is enabling team collaboration tools to make sense of proximity of individual contribution styles, capture the process of knowledge transfer in teams, and potentially provide aid by aligning this process to be more e cient. Essentially, we formulate the task of embeddings evaluation as evaluating their ability to capture learning between individuals. In the rest of this section, we elaborate on the evaluation setup and technique.
Dataset preparation
As an evaluation dataset, we use the source code and development history of IntelliJ Community. 1 Merging, splitting and ltering. In the rst step, we merge name-email pairs accounted in the VCS history and belonging to the same developer into a single entity. For this purpose, we used a separate user management tool, internally used by developers of IntelliJ and accessible to us, containing merged records of VCS entities for developers in the project. To facilitate running our pipeline on other projects, we implemented a simple algorithm for entities merging: it builds a bipartite graph of names and emails, where pairs that appear together are connected by an edge. Connected components in the graph correspond to merged entities. While the algorithm is not perfect, it gives an approximate merging which can be further improved manually. We include the implementation into the reproduction package.
A erward, we split the history of the repository into multiple time chunks, each containing the same number of commits. Learning representations of developers over a small time chunk, rather than over complete history of a repository, allows to produce multiple representations of a developer, each corresponding to a relatively short time bucket. is accounts for potential changes in developers' coding traits over time and allows us to look at changes in distances between representations in consecutive time bucketsin other words, to track relative movement of representations.
As explained in Section 3, we focus on Java method changes for training and producing the representations. e repository contains contributions from about 500 developers, with a long tail of developers with only a few contributions. To ensure that we have su cient data for every developer, we exclude the developers who made less than 1,000 method changes over the whole history of the repository.
is le us with 124 active developers in the dataset. Having signi cant amounts of data for every developer, we increase stability of representations and reduce noise.
Noise reduction.
e weights in the authorship a ribution model, which ultimately represent the resulting change embedding function, are randomly initialized before learning and may converge to very di erent con gurations depending on the initial random 1 h ps://github.com/jetbrains/intellij-community seed. Moreover, density of representations in each snapshot for multiple developers di ers.
To account for the varying density, we calculate (for each time bucket) the average distance between every pair of developer representations, and divide the actual distances by this value. is allows us to compare distances between two given representations in consecutive time buckets and is necessary because density of representations may di er between two buckets.
On top of normalization, to account for the random nature of representations, we repeat the whole learning and style representation extraction 30 times and calculate the average normalized distance between every two developers in every time bucket across all runs. While making the process of obtaining representations from a large repository computationally demanding, repeating the learning and using the average make the resulting data less noisy and the comparison of distances between two di erent pairs more reliable.
e resulting data consists of 20 lists of relative distances between every two representations, with each snapshot corresponding to a certain time bucket. e number of resulting representations in a bucket varies between 23 and 87, depending on the bucket, displaying an upward trend, representing the growth of the team.
Team survey
To get a baseline to check to what extent proximity and relative movement of individual representations, as extracted by the model, re ect actual learning in the team, we circulated a short online survey with the development team of the project in the dataset via a post in the project's internal communication channel. e goal of the survey was to collect information on mutual learning between some developers in the team, so that this data could be used as ground truth regarding actual learning taking place, which could let us see whether relative movement of developer representation re ected learning reported by developers. In the survey, we ask each respondents the questions depicted in Figure 5 three times to get information about three di erent colleagues they have learned from. We also included an option to mention one or two colleagues in a similar way. To avoid hinting the respondents with any particular de nition of coding elements their learning may relate to, we explicitly stated that we would like them to de ne it for themselves and consider anything they may have learned during collaborative work, mentoring, code review, or other team activities. Responses to this question provide us with examples of positive pairs in terms of reported learning.
In addition, we ask the respondents to mention several developers who contribute to the same project but from whom they are sure they have not learned any elements of coding: "Please name a few colleagues from the IntelliJ team you think you did not learn any coding elements from at all". is question provides us with a set of negative examples. • When do you think you have been learning from them the most actively? Figure 5 : Excerpt from the survey
Survey results and model output
While we asked the survey participants to indicate the degree of perceived learning and the time period when such a learning took place, we believe that the data for these two questions is not reliable enough. 3 respondents simply reported a similar neutral or extreme score for every person they mention and noted that they were confused by the request to indicate the degree of learning. Regarding the time period when learning took place, only one in three respondents provided any meaningful information, which in most cases was still too vague to a ribute to a concrete time bucket.
us, we only use the fact of a participant naming someone they have learned from, or certainly have not learned from, as extracted from the answers, to map the results of the survey onto the output of the model. e nal data from the survey consists of 23 positive pairs -pairs of developers one of whom reporting learning from the other, and 13 negative pairs, where one of the developers named the other as someone they certainly have not learned any elements of coding from.
To see whether distances between representations re ect reported learning, we compare distributions of distances in all positive pairs, taken across all buckets where both developers in the pair displayed activity and were present in the data, to a similarly de ned distribution across all negative pairs. e sample of distances for positive pairs consists of 229 values, and a similar sample for negative pairs has 113 values.
To extract dynamics of relative distances, we obtain a distribution of di erences of distances between two consecutive time buckets for all pairs in the positive and negative groups, using every time bucket where these distances are de ned both in the given and the previous bucket. e sample of distance di erences for positive pairs contains 204 values, and the negative pairs yielded 99 values.
Finally, we use a 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 2 to compare distributions of distances, as well as distributions of their di erences, between the positive and negative groups.
EVALUATION RESULTS
Relative distances. When tokens are present in the input data, the distribution of 229 distance values in pairs with reported learning has a mean of 0.85 and variance of 0.54. For pairs with reported lack of learning, 113 distance values display a mean of 1.19 with variance of 0.60. e p-value from the 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparing distributions of these two samples is under 10 −7 . When tokens are removed from the input data (to minimize context information available to the model), the mean distance between positive pairs is 0.81 with a variance of 1.37. For negative pairs the mean distance is 0.98 and variance is 1.22. e KS test yields a p-value < 0.001. ese results suggest that the representations of developers in pairs with reported learning are located closer to each other, both in cases with included and excluded tokens. ese results suggest that distributions of di erences in relative distances between consecutive time buckets are no di erent between pairs with reported learning and with reported lack of learning, regardless of whether tokens are included.
Summary. Overall, learning is to an extent re ected in the distances between representations: distances between developers who report learning from each other are lower than between developers who report not learning from each other. is result persists when tokens are removed from the data, thus importantly suggesting how learning is not only captured in context of developers' contributions represented by tokens. However, a similar comparison for distributions of distance di erences between consecutive time buckets suggests that distributions are similar for both groups of developer pairs.
DISCUSSION
e core idea of our approach to building coding style representations is to step aside from explicitly de ned feature sets for developer representations, rather build the representations of style by aggregating embeddings of code changes, which are produced to distinguish between developers as good as possible by the authorship a ribution model.
We evaluated the computed developer embeddings through reports of peer learning in a large development team nding that inter-peer learning is indeed re ected in the embeddings: representations of developers who a given developer reports having learned from are closer to their own representation than representations of those who they reported not having learned from. Importantly, this e ect persists even when the context information (re ected in concrete code tokens) is removed from the training data. is result suggests that implicitly built developer representations reect the fuzzy process of learning in teams, by capturing individual characteristic pa erns of code constructs and their proximity for people who report learning from each other and not just capturing the context information.
However, we do not see any connection between reported learning and relative movement of developer representations. In our opinion, the most important reason for the lack of such a connection is the low stability of the resulting representations. While re ecting learning in distributions of relative positions of individual representations, the representations are too noisy to reason about learning in side-by-side comparison of team snapshots in consecutive time buckets. We discuss possible ways to mitigate this in the next subsection.
Future work
Evaluation. A more elaborate evaluation of our approach, involving multiple so ware projects and more feedback from developers, could help clarify quality of the representations. Other scopes. Apart from the learning detection task, the representations produced by our approach could nd use in other contexts, including tasks already supported by team collaboration tools, e.g., recommendation of code reviewers [19] or issue assignment [10] . Alternative embedding techniques. We use a modi ed version of code2vec for method change embeddings. Using other embedding techniques could improve the performance of our approach.
Transparency. e authorship a ribution model uses two a ention layers: one to learn importance of individual changes in a batch and the other for individual path-contexts. While we use weights from the former to produce developer representations, a careful consideration of values from both layers could provide more insights on what makes a certain change characteristic for a developer. Stability of representations. Noise and ji er in representation snapshots between time buckets make extracting representations harder. Additional constraints could help increase representations' stability. Figuring out a way to increase stability without compromising ability of representations to capture important social properties is another promising direction of future work.
CONCLUSION
We introduced an approach to building representations of individual coding style of developers relative to their peers in the team. e most important feature of our approach is that it does not require explicit feature engineering, rather relies on implicit vectorization of code changes via a code embedding model, trained to distinguish between changes made by individual developers and the aggregation of individual changes.
We demonstrate that it is possible to build representation of individual developers' coding style without de ning style formally. e resulting representations re ect learning between peers in the team to a certain degree.
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